
Art Rocks
CAFE

MENU

STARTERS

All of our “starters” are illustrated 

using a FULL value scale to 

create a CLEAR, readable drawing.

Circle one:

Graphite
With this one you can layer #2, 4B, and 6B

Colored Pencil
Use pressure and layers of colors except 

NO black 
Graphite and Colored Pencil

Black, gray, & white with splashes of color
Black Pen and Ink

Add stipple, crosshatch, contour, and/or 
texture to create value and interest

Black Pen and Colored Pencil
Create great lines and textures with 

color values to add interest
Black Pen and Watercolor

Stipple, crosshatch, contour, and/or tex-
ture to create value & the paint adds color

Soft Pastel
Using a larger paper to create a VERY 
clear, blended drawing with NO black

Oil Pastel
Using a larger paper to create a VERY 

clear, “painted” drawing with NO black
Crayon

Some layers of color with a little black 
and a little pressure

MAIN COURSE

What 
Inspires 

YOU

ALL main ideas must include 
the following ingredients:

Emphasis
Must have obvious, clear FOCUS,

A Main Idea

Unity
all parts work together,  feel like ONE,

overlapping, 
effective use of negative space

Variety / Contrast
Differences in subject sizes, 

difference in value and/or color

Pattern
Repeating Colors, Repeating Shapes

Repeating Subjects

Space
Circle one:

1. Deep - opitcal and/or linear perspective
2. Shallow - overlapping, filled negative

Organic Form: Hand
Choose an appropriate position and give 
yourself a HUMAN hand with a purpose 

and without tracing. Do not forget to include 
value, creases, and fingernails.

SIDES

Circle at least one
 and make it OBVIOUS in 

your drawing: 

DESSERT
Finish off your “main course” with this 

fabulous dessert ...

Waldo
Draw MOST of that iconic, character 
in his true colors and it will be like a 

cherry on top. You can hide him or make 
him a key element.

presents...

My main idea is
fill in what inspires you

Sphere
Creatively include a sphere or spherical 

form using a template or free-hand

Box
Draw a box using linear perspective or 

cavalier perspective - you choose.

Cylinder
Remember the axis method and create a 

cylinder with 2 obvious ellipses

Cone
Right side up or upside down nobody 

knows when comes to a cone. We all know 
it has 2 axis and 1 obvious ellipse


